January 12, 2021

MontanaPBS to Host Kickstarter Launch Event for Upcoming Documentary Production

MontanaPBS will host a virtual Kickstarter launch party on Thursday, January 14, 2021 at 7:30PM MDT in support of the upcoming production, *Mavericks*. The free event hosted on OVEE will also include an exclusive Q&A with film producers Kelly Gorham and Scott Sterling.

*Mavericks* tells the fascinating, timeless story of Montana’s freestyle skiing legacy, through the struggles, victories, and journeys of the state’s most renowned skiers, as they share a common bond that is the unbreakable Montana spirit. They came from homemade backwoods jumps to earn their place on freestyle skiing’s biggest stage.

“It’s exciting to be this close to finishing the film,” said producer Kelly Gorham. “I started work on this over 15 years ago and it has become a much more significant story than just a ski-action film. I’m thrilled to be collaborating with such an accomplished filmmaker as Scott Sterling on this project.”

This is the first such event and Kickstarter campaign for MontanaPBS and the team is looking forward to the challenge of meeting the $50,000 goal by February 18, 2021.

To RSVP for this virtual event, visit bit.ly/maverickslaunch. To learn more about Mavericks, visit montanapbs.org/mavericks.
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